Tankomizer and Ce4 Instructions

3.5ml & 6ml Tankomizer Instructions

When you recieve your tankomizer you can see it is comprised of 3 seperate pieces. The mouth piece (drip tip),
the plastic shell, and the cartomizer (metal tube in the center). The first step to filling your new tankomizer is
to remove the drip tip from the top and set it aside then slide the plastic tube up until you can grip the base of
the cartomizer and pull it all the way out. Set the plastic tube aside as well. (remember which side was the top
where the mouth piece is connected. The bottom should have a small groove in it that the top does not have.)

Priming the Cartomizer:

If you look inside the cartomizer you will see cotton rolled up inside with a hollow space in the middle. Avoiding this hollow space in the middle of the cotton slowly drip onto the cotton in a circular motion. Every 3-4
drops wait a moment and watch for the liquid to absorb. Once the liquid is beginning to absorb more slowly
stop dripping. You do not want liquid resting on top of the cotton as this will flood the cartomizer. Slide the cartomizer half way back into the plastic tube making sure it goes in the same way you pulled it out.

Filling the Tankomizer:

With the cartomizer slid halfway back into the plastic tube tilt the entire thing slightly to the side and aim your
bottle toward the side of the plastic tube and slowly fill the plastic tube being VERY careful not to get ANY
liquid in the cartomizer (like pouring a draft beer). Fill the tube until it reaches the top of the tankomizer but not
over. Slide the metal tube closer to the top and fill the plastic tube to about 3/4 full. Slide the tankomizer the rest
of the way up until the base is in place. Attach this to your battery. Do I quick test burn and smell the cartomizer
if it smells burnt add 2-3 more drops of liquid inside the cartomizer (repeat until burnt smell subsides). If it does
not smell burnt and it smells like you E-juice flavor then attatch the mouth piece and vape away!

NOTE:

If you ever have a burnt taste while using your tankomizer DO NOT continue vaping. Remove the mouth piece
and again add 2-3 drops to the cotton inside the cartomizer. Replace the mouth piece and see if the burnt taste is
gone. If it is not continue to add 1 drop at a time until the taste returns to normal.

NOTE:

If you notice you have liquid leaking out of the bottom of the cartomizer into your battery remove the tank from
the battery and clean the liquid out of the battery. Then lay down and tissue or paper towel and tap the end of
the tankomizer which connects to the battery on the paper towel until no more liquid is coming out. Re-attatch
the tank to your battery.
It is normal for a cartomizer to last anywhere from a week to 2 months depending on how heavy someone vapes
and how careful they are to take care of them. These tankomizers and their replacement cartomizers are not
covered under our 30day mechanical warranty. They are considered a cartridge and are unable to be returned or
exchanged.

Tankomizer and Ce4 Instructions

Ce4 Clearomizer Instructions

Ce4’s are made up of 2 parts. The mouth piece and the body of the Ce4. You will also notice small measuring
lines on the body of the Ce4.
The first step to filling your Ce4 it to unscrew the mouth piece. When you remove this mouth piece if you look
closely you will see a small plastic “O-Ring” near the threading. It is important that you do not lose this piece.
Everytime check to make sure that it is there as sometimes it will get stuck inside the body of the Ce4 and can
be easily retrieved with a tooth pick or other small object.
If you look inside the body of the Ce4 you will see a small metal piece surrounded y a silicone like material. It
is VERY important to avoid getting any liquid in that metal piece. Tilt the body to the side and like a draft beer
aim the juice bottle toward the side of the body and slowly fill the Ce4 up to the top measuring line.
Now that your Ce4 is filled you can screw the mouth piece back on and into place. Make sure the threading is
lined up and the mouth piece is on straight. Now ALLOW THE CE4 TO SIT FOR ONE HOUR BEFORE USING IT. If it is not allowed to sit so the wicks can soak all the way up into the atomizer a burnt taste may occur.
After this one hour period your Ce4 is ready for use.

Happy Vaping.

